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Peter Cowen Academy Official Website

Light Dark Mode

Peter cowen academy is one of the most established in the region and is run by a team of fully qualified PGA Professionals 

who assist and take players through every aspect of the game. 


Peter cowen academy website is a platform offering tutorials, training resources, lesson purchases, and virtual lesson 

bookings.

Projecct Overview

Experiencing challenges with finding locating golf coaches, accessing virtual lessons via Zoom, obtaining video analysis and 

tutorials and procuring golf equipment through a single platform.

Problem Statement

One platform offers a user-friendly interface that enables golf enthusiasts to easily find and purchase golf equipment, as 

well as connect with nearby coaches. Additionally, users can book virtual lessons via Zoom and access a wide range of golf 

tutorials to enhance their skills.
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Says

Having a website dedicated 
solely to golf games and 
allowing for booking sessions 
significantly increased my 
enthusiasm for the sport.

Practice more often and 
regularly connect with 
coaches, while also watching 
more tutorials to improve her 
skills.

Thinks

She engages in golf once a 
month and is currently 
seeking the services of a 
local golf instructor to aid her 
in her practice.

Does

She believes that engaging 
in fitness activities and 
attending gym sessions 
could potentially enhance 
her performance in golf.

Feels

Says

He expresses difficulty in 
locating golf coaches within 
his vicinity, and even when 
he does, it’s hard to see their 
qualifications.

He believes that the internet 
serves as an effective means 
to locate coaches and 
establish communication 
with them.

Thinks

He plays football and golf 
two times a week with his 
friends. Sometimes he also 
plays tennis.

Does

He believes that by 
dedicating his focus solely to 
his golf game, he would 
enhance his effectiveness in 
the sport.

Feels

User Persona

Goals Pain Points

Introducing Angelina Roy, a 33-year-old Russian woman who is employed as a teacher at WLB School. 
Angelina indulges in playing golf twice a month, however, due to her busy schedule, she is unable to 
visit golf clubs and book sessions. As an alternative, she resorts to utilizing golf websites.

å to identify user-friendly websites for 
golf enthusiasts.

å Spending a significant amount of time 
searching for golf challenges on the internet.

å to have the capability to reserve a golf 
session through an online platform.

å experiencing difficulties in managing 
her schedule.

å to receive video analysis. å not be able to create an account on 
a golf platform.

Angelina Roy

33 years Russia Teacher

“All our dreams can come true, if 
we have the courage to pursue 

them.” —Walt Disney

å to identify user-friendly websites for 
golf enthusiasts.

å not being able to play golf regularly.

å to book zoom lessons for golf game 
with professional coaches.

å experiencing difficulties in managing 
his schedule.

å to get to know more about 
golf game online.

å not being able to buy golf 
equipment online.

Goals Pain Points
Mike Johnson

“If people are doubting how far you 
can go, go so far that you can’t 

hear them anymore.” —Michele Ruiz

28 years USA Banker

Introducing Mike Johnson, a 28-year-old American gentleman who is currently employed as a banker 
at CBV International Bank. In his leisure time, Mike enjoys playing golf and football twice a week. He 
typically utilizes golf websites to locate nearby golf coaches and view their instructional materials.
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